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accumulation, his property, originally moderate, was gradually reduced until he could but illy afford to bestow the necessary means upon the education of his children. My advantages, in that respect, were therefore limited to those afforded by the village academy & I was at a very early age (I believe not more than fifteen or sixteen), placed in a lawyers office where I remained for several years. It has thro' life been to me a source of regret that I had not pursued the course so often successfully adopted by our New England young men under like circumstances,—that is to spend a portion of their time in teaching the lower branches of learning, and, with the means thus obtained, to acquire access for themselves to the highest.
My mind might have lost a portion of its vivacity, in the.plodding habits formed by such a course, but it could not have failed to acquire in the elements of strength supplied by a good education much more than it lost. In place of the studies by which I would thus have given employment to an uncommonly active mind I adopted at a very early age the practice of appearing as Counsel before Arbitrators and inferior tribunals and my success was such as to give rise to exaggerated impressions that were brought before the public in the course of my after political career. Altho' my mind was in this way severely and usefully disciplined for the examination and discussion of facts, & the practice in that respect was eminently useful, yet the tendency of the 'course of training was adverse to deep study, and gave an early direction and character to my reading that I was never able to change. Instead of laying up stores of useful knowledge, I read for amusement and trusted to my facility for acquiring necessary information when occasions for its use presented themselves. I was born with a sanguine temperament, the mental features of which as described by Dr. Mayo (the well known English Surgeon and author) "are a disposition ardent, hasty and impetuous; the spirits high and buoyant, a capacity for intellectual exertions of the strongest kind or highest flight, but often capricious and ill sustained," in contradistinction from those of the "mixed or equal temperament" which is, he says, "well disposed towards great and continually renewed exertions." I feel free to say that I have never been able to overcome the tendencies ascribed to the former.
How often have I felt the necessity of a regular course of reading to enable me to maintain the reputation I had acquired and to sustain me in my conflicts with able and better educated men, and resolved to enter upon it without further delay! But ever in a whirl of excitement, and absorbed by the cares attached to the new public stations to which I was successively elevated I was sure to fall back,

